Recently, there has been much interest in amficially '%ngineering" the magnetic propernes of thm film magnetic nucrostructures and nanostructures by altering the lateral g w m e y [I] The abllity to design and control mdgnetic behaviour in small magnetlc structure$ IS becormng increasingly impoltant in technological applications as novel magnetic devices are mniaturised In this work, we report how the lateral geometry affects the magneuc properties of narrow Ni&em wires Magnetisation reversal and magnetoresistance (MR) behaviour have been found to change significantly in micron sized NideLo wires with periodically rectangular and tnangular width modulations The width modulanon modifies the shape-dependent demagnetising fields. which strongly influence the magneuc properties of the wues
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The modulated width Nis8eio wire mays with rectangular and triangular width modulation of vanable width in the range from 0 5 bm to 10 Wn, and fixed width arrays of width equal to 0 5 pm and 10 pm were fahncated using lugh-resolution electron-beam lithography and a lift-off process The Permalloy was electron-beam evaporated onto a GaAs substrate at a pressure 2 X IO' Torr and a rate of 2 8Jmin
All Permalloy wire mays have a thxkness of 300A Fig 1 shows the SEM image of the rectangular modulated width wire array Fig 2 shows the MR ratlo of the fixed width and modulated width wire mays with field applied perpendicular to the wue axis Smce the measured MR is manly due to the anisotropic magnetorsistance (AMR) effect, which is proportional to ccoszO> where 0 is the angle between the magnetisation and the current density, an understanding of the magnetisation reversal is necessary to explam the MR results 
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The magnetic domain configuration in the wide part of the modulated width wire mays has heen analysed by magnetic force micro~c~py (MFM), and microscopic hysteresis loops have also heen measured by magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE). Fig. 3 shows the MFM image and domain structurr of the rectangular modulated width wire array in the demagnetising state. We have studied the influence of lateral geometry on the magnetoresistance and magnetisation reversal in micron sued Ni88eFelo wires using MFM, MOKE and AMR. The correlation between the MR and magnetisation has been discussed based on extensive measurements.
E i
, asf -I 2 Fig.2 . MR ratio of the fixed width and modulated width wire arrays with the inplane field H applied perpendicular to the wire axis.
